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PATIENT ASSISTED TRAVEL SCHEME 

537. Mr T.K. WALDRON to the Minister for Health:  

I refer to the escalating fuel costs and the prediction that these higher costs are here to stay.  As a result of these 
circumstances, will the minister -  

(a) undertake to review the patient assisted travel scheme to increase the current fuel subsidy of 13c per 
kilometre; and  

(b) give consideration to the introduction of a fuel voucher system to make it easier for people who travel 
by private car to make a claim under the patient assisted travel scheme?   

Mr J.A. McGINTY replied: 
I thank the member for Wagin for some notice of the question.   

The answer is yes.  I am very sympathetic to the plight of people who need to travel from country areas to the 
city for medical treatment - in many cases, people with chronic diseases - and the cost that that imposes upon 
them.  For that reason, partly at the instigation of our own half-back line, and also at the instigation of the 
opposition half-back line, I have commenced looking at the PAT scheme to see what can be done to assist 
people, particularly those who are beset by illness, with the increased cost of travelling to Perth for their medical 
treatment.  Obviously, that will need to be weighed up against competing demands on the health dollar.  In that 
context, I advise the house that the state government currently spends $12.8 million a year on the PAT scheme.  
This amount is growing at the rate of 11 per cent a year, which is well in excess of average growth in the health 
budget, so it is an area of increasing demand.  The vast bulk of that increase is taken up by airfares, including the 
recent removal by the airlines of concessional seats for children.  That has added enormously to the total cost of 
the PAT scheme for the state government.  Currently, PATS subsidises 45 000 trips a year for people from the 
country to come to Perth for their medical treatment.   

In reply to the second part of the member’s question, it is already possible for fuel vouchers to be issued to 
patients where necessary, in advance of a trip.  I will undertake to ensure that the Department of Health makes 
people more aware of that, because of the increasing need to respond in those circumstances.  
 


